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With chapters about his ongoing battle with the FCC and his legendary campaign for the 
governorship of the State of New York, Howard Stern's Miss America covers some of the 
biggest news stories of the decade, from the Atlantic City penis sandwich to an exclusive 
with Jackie O's embalming-fluid delivery boy, and, of course, Philadelphia's own fecal-
obsessed Uncle Ed.
Stern's second memoir focuses more on his professional family than on his biological family, 
and those who listen to his syndicated radio program will LOVE the chance to know more 
about Stern's crew. If you've been dying to see Stern in drag, here's your chance. But he's 
still at his best when he's assessing his celebrity guests, trashing the Kennedys and 
describing his relationship with his computer. For fans of Stern's longsuffering wife Allison, 
there is a very funny description of her 40th birthday party, and how Stern came through 
for her and "her yenta friends.".
Now with more than forty pictures of naked breasts, Howard Stern's Miss America offers 
remarkable revelations about:
<blockquote>
Howard's secret meeting with Michael Jackson!
The Stern family pact with Adolf Hitler!
Howard's never-before-revealed mental illness!
</blockquote>
With chapters on Howard's ongoing battle with the FCC and his legendary campaign for 
governor of the state of New York, Miss America covers some of the greatest news stories 
of recent history-from the Atlantic City penis sandwich to an exclusive with Jackie O's 
embalming-fluid delivery boy and of course, Philadelphia's own fecal-obsessed Uncle Ed.

Other Books
Miss America's God, Religion makes Miss America a cultural icon that withstands the test of 
time.
�����. Religion makes Miss America a cultural icon that withstands the test of time."
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